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TO THE READERS: 
While visiting Oxford in the Spring of 1976, I recall a Professor 

of English remarking that American undergraduates' faddish 
interest in Virginia Woolf was bound to fade. This prediction came 
to mind January 13 while waiting in a very long line outside 
Stanford's Eleanor Prosser Studio to see undergraduate Katie 
Peterson's dramatic reworking of The Waves. She also directed the 
play. I was lucky to get in on the final night of its run and the two 
hour performance struck me as among the very best I have ever 
seen regarding any such adaptation. Among its most innovative 
features was representing the Interludes through a large, ongoing 
abstract painting, featuring blue waves, as a backdrop for the six 
characters. The enthusiastic and well informed comments I over
heard all evening from a largely undergraduate audience proved 
how wrong an Oxford don can be. 

Lucio Ruotolo 
Stanford University 

The Fall 96 issue of VWM will be edited Mark Hussey and it will 
be "miscellaneous," i.e. no theme. Any queries, articles, etc. should 
be addressed directly to him c/o English Dept., Pace University, 1 
Pace Plaza, New York, N.Y. 10038 on or before September 8,1996. 
Book reviews are usually handled by Patricia Lawrence, Dept. of 
English, CCNY, 137 St. and Convent Ave. N.Y., N.Y. 10031. Peter 
Stansky will be editing the Spring 1997 issue; Jeanne Dubino, the 
Fall 1997, with a theme issue on literary allusions and influences. 

SIXTH ANNUAL VIRGINIA WOOLF CONFERENCE 
June 13;'16, 1996, Clemson University, Clemson, S.C . . 

This year's conference examines Woolf's work from different 
viewpoints within the liberal and fine arts. Presentations will range 
from the interdisciplinary to any number of methods available to 
the study of literature and the arts, including performances and 
assessment of Woolf's work on different audiences. Entertainment 
will include a stage reading of Freshwater, an Ethel Smyth music 
recital, and readings by Jean Moorcroft Wilson and Louise DeSalvo 
(both on June 14, 7:30-11 p.m.). Registration begins June 13, 8 a.m. 
to 12 p.m. at Clemson House. The preregistration fee (must be post
m~rked by May 15) is $145; $115 for student, unemployed and 
retired. A travel award fund has been set up whose size depends 
upon contributions which may be sent either to the conference's 
director, Wayne Chapman (Box 341503, Clemson, SC 29634-1503) 
or to Denise Marshall (14549 West Bay Road, Sterling, N.Y. 13156). 
The deadline is May 15 and applications should estimate travel cost 
only and a brief explanation of need. 

From the Readers: 
DearVWM: 

While researching the correlations of music and literature from 
the South, I came upon a couple of bits of information about 
Virginia Woolf that I found titillating, and I wanted to share them 
with you. One of the writers I have been studying is Lee Smith, 
and at least three or four times I have read that while in college, 
she and Annie Dillard were go-go dancers in a rock band called 
"The Virginia Woolfs." This information can be corroborated in 
~orothy Combs Hill's biography of Smith, and yes, it was an all
gIrl band. I wonder if there's any video footage of this anywhere. 

Spring 1996 

While reading Alex Aronson's book Music and the Novel, I 
became fascinated by the following: 

Virginia Woolf, in an early story, probably written in 
1921, before she became acquainted with Proust's work, 
illustrates this search [the search by writers for an objec
tive equivalent to emotions] when she describes the effect 
of a string quartet by Mozart on a listener, evidently her
self, tortured, as she then was, by a sense of loss and 
inner division. Here, the writer intentionally dispenses 
with description of the music in such ambiguous terms as 
"victory" and "despair" but evokes the texture music 
through images relating to her own past. Thus the prose 
she employs shifts from the interior monologue-"How 
lovely goodness is in those who stepping lightly, go 
smiling through the world" -to nature associations orig
inating in the hearer's memory-"Fountain jets: drops 
descend . . . washing shadows over the silver fish . . . 
leaping splashing, scraping shark fins" ... to encounters 
in the past charged with intense emotion-"I see your 
face I hear your voice ... What are you whispering? 
Sorrow, Sorrow. Joy, Joy. Woven together, inextricably 
commingled, bound in pain and strewn in sorrow." (29) 

Sounds like Mozart to me. Or the blues. What do you think? 
Do you think Virginia would have liked the blues? 

Sarah Baker 
Sonoma State University 

THE POLITICS OF THEATRE: VIRGINIA WOOLF'S 
BETWEEN THE ACTS 

In Between the Acts (1939,1941)1, Woolf turns to the question 
whether historical time means change (progress) or merely the rep
etition of the same, [that is] merely a matter of "dress[ing] differ
ently" [175]. She reads historical time against the present moment, 
her present writing this novel, which is in fact the "actual time" of 
the novel: June, 1939. The moment is therefore poised on the brink 
of World War II, the apocalyptic denouement threatening European 
civilization with entropic dissolution-the act to end all acts. 

Within her novel, Woolf nests a play (and plays within the play) 
that "threads a necklace through English life and lit[eraturel" - in 
other words, that turns history into a coherent drama. The ostensi
ble "Programme" of the play in fact promises a triumphant rendi
tion of England's past culmina.ting in "The Present. Ourselves." 
The audience, therefore, in the words of one spectator, expects a 
"grand Ensemble. Army; Navy; Union Jack" [179]-an expectation 
reinforced by the opening speech in which the collective past is 
eulogized as our "island history," and England is a discrete entity 
"cut off from France and Germany" [77], thus elevated above the 
dust in which other nations struggle. 

However, not only is the notion of progress belied by the reality 
of the war, but the emphasis on the insularity of England is under
cut by our knowledge that, with Bleriot's first flight across the chan
nel in 1909, the distance between England and the continent has 
shriveled into insignificance. This juxtaposition of official fiction 
and actual fact is paradigmatic of how the play enacts its self-sub
version, and therefore of how Woolf uses theatre for political ends. 

The advent of electricity magnified the theatre director's ability 
to control the production of image and sound. Mark Twain's 
Connecticut Yankee staged the Industrial Age in the sixth century, 
and erased it with the flip of a switch; Henry Adams found an 
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analogy between the cathedrals of light at the Paris Exposition of 
1900 and the Virgin's medieval theatre--thus between electricity 
and enchantment. The German and Italian Fascists fabricated 
enchantment by orchestrating the sensations of an entire nation; 
for the latter, as for Ezra Pound (in Canto Lxxvrn), the ultimate 
theatre was "the theatre of war," which spectacularlzed the mar
riage of art and technology (at the cost of the human voice). Woolf, 
of course, stages her nation's official history for different ends, 
and, in fact, deliberately undermines the illusory possibilities 
offered by modem techniques of lighting and sound; indeed, she 
manipulates her audience's sensations to reveal the nontrans
parency of her nested texts, to arrest their descent into war. 

The play within her n~)Vel is a pageant performed by local vil
lagers in the "open-air cathedral" formed by the trees behind 
Pointz Hall, the locus of the novel. Miss La Trobe is the playwright 
and director; described as a lesbian, a witch and a radical, she also 
has the "look of a commander" as she orders her "troops" about. 
We repeatedly see her (presumably a version of Woolf) struggle 
between her desire as director to control her audience by dictating 
and orchestrating their thoughts, and her desire as an outsider to 
subvert authority in whatever guise it appears, her own included. 

The household of Pointz Hall, along with the rest of the local 
gentry, play the part of the audience--the most important part, we 
are told. Ruled by the ticking of a gramophone that represents the 
march of time, the pageant highlights the major cultural epochs 
that make up the developmental history of the English. But, instead 
of testifying to the audience's collective self mythologization, La 
Trobe burlesques the entire tradition of the pastoral tragicomedy 
including the styles and contents of those institutionalized icons of 
British cultural superiority, Shakespeare, Congreve and Dickens. 
She satirizes the very notion of Bildungsroman as well: the pageant 
grinds to a halting start with a little girl claiming to be England and 
Jhen forgetting her lines; she is followed by the carpenter's daugh
ter representing England as "a grown girL" The splendor of the 
reign of Queen Elizabeth (personified by the portly Eliza Clark, the 
tobacconist, on a soapbox, who, in her sixpenny brooches, looks 
"the age in person" [83]) is glorified as the age of piracy. The Age of 
Reason is revealed as the age of unreason, vanity and greed. 

At the same time as La Trobe deconstructs the past, the pompous 
and popular tune of Valiant Roderick, along with the nursery rhymes 
that define English childhood, play over the gramophone, dictating 
the audience's stream of consciousness, engineering their sensa
tions, lulling them into tranquilized complacency. 'We' see the audi
ence "afloat on the stream of the melody," ruled by the gramo
phone'S needle; La Trobe, we are told, watches them "sink down 
peacefully into the nursery rhyme." But then, "somehow," when the 
music ceases, "they felt . .. a little not quite here or there. As if the 
play had jerked the ball out of the cup; as if what I call myself was 
still floating unattached, and didn't settle. Not quite themselves, 
they felt" [149]. Their frame of reference has shifted, or rather, they 
find themselves at the intersection of conflicting frames. La Trobe, it 
would seem, destabilizes English narrative history in order to desta
bilize the notion of identity, of what it means to belong to a people 
and to a past, and so to call into question such notions as national
ism, racial identity, or Volksgemeinschaft. 

The tunes persist, but now disturb more than soothe. The 
Victorians are revealed as patriarchs, racists and imperialists who 
thrive thanks to the "sweat of the mines and the cough oithe looms" 
[163]. Queen Victoria's policeman is shown ruling over "thought and 
religion; drink; dress; manners; marriage" by virtue of his "trun
cheon" [162]--a physical icon of moral coercion. Miss Hardcastle 
piously dreams of "converting the heathen," thus of sharing in the 
White Man's Burden. Finally, the Victorian Home glows to the tune 
of "Home Sweet Home'; "but one elderly member of the audience 
perceives something not quite right, even a little "unhygienic" in 
"Papa's beard and Mama's knitting" [174]; in this case, the specta
tor's own memories confront the scene on the stage [160]. 

In the midst of the Patriarch's prayer in the Victorian melodrama, 
Albert the Village Idiot discomfits the audience by giving too "real" 
of a performance. "Intentional was it, or accidental?," a voice asks 
[171]. Indeed, the line between performance and reality becomes 
nebulous as the characters forget their lines and the wind separates 
them from their costumes and also swallows their words. Was the 
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plot important, asks the main character, !sa, or only there to "beget 
emotion?" [90], which, she reflects, could be reduced to just two 
emotions: love and hate (nationalism and war in the public sphere). 

In the end, the boundary between stage, audience, nature, and 
finally technology as well, dissolves. Like the Futurists and the 
Fascist leaders, Woolf draws her audience into her text, onto her 
stage. But, where Goebbels, Hitler's Minister of Propaganda, 
stated that illusion should be "total," that reality should in fact be 
"theatre," Woolf creates theatre in order to dismantle it, in order to 
break the imperialism of perfect communication; hence the end
less hesitations, questions, unfinished thoughts, the aporetic 
moments, that pepper her novel. La Trobe may curse the power of 
the Intervals to break her spell, but she also intentionally spills the 
emotion seethed in her witch's "cauldron" by deliberately subject
ing herself to the vagaries of the natural world [94]. Rather than 
making her production seamless, she insists on foregrounding its 
fissures, its disjunctions. She thus refuses to be the master either of 
meaning or of her matie-re.3 

By showing the constructedness of plot and theatre (through 
home-made costumes, forgotten words, even a broken gramo
phone that persistently calls attention to itself as an imperfect 
medium), Woolf wants to shatter the power of fiction--whether 
patriarchal, Christian or Fascist. As Patricia Joplin has pointed 
out,4 she draws on those elements that Walter Benjamin associated 
with Brechtian theatre in order to create a sense of "verfremdung," 
or estrangement, in her audience, in order to recoup the distance 
between art and its recipient. Woolf's description of La Trobe in 
fact involves a self-critique of her own will to power as author 
over her audience. The imposition of meaning, she implies, 
involves a political project of sense control that makes the cult of 
the author akin to the cult of the Fuhrer.s This analogy is rein
forced by Woolf's description of La Trobe's "rapid decisions 
barked out in guttural accents," and of her predilection for fair 
hair over dark, and for actors as little troops [63]. In this sense, 
Fascism as a historical phenomenon functions as a prerequisite for 
Woolf's self-critique--an admission that, as author, she herself is 
also implicated in the Occident's will to total domination. 

Michele Pridmore-Brown 
Comparative Literature 
Stanford 

I. Woolf, Between the Acts (HBJ: New York, 1941). 
2.Woolf, Diary: 6OCT40. This actually constituted part of the plan for a next novel, 
but clearly Woolf is carrying out some of this purpose here. 
3. Woolf took seriously Roger Fry's criticism that in her work she "stress[edl her 
personality" and did not "let the meaning emerge from the matiere" [Diary: 
18JAN391. 
4. Patricia Joplin, The Art of Resistance (Stanford U. Dissertation., 1984). 
5. See Joplin, "The Authority of illusion," South Central Review, 6.2 (summer 
1989), pp.88f. 

REIMAGINING SHAKESPEARE'S SISTER: A LOOK AT 
WILLIAM BLACK'S JUDITH SHAKESPEARE 

"Let me imagine, since facts are so hard to come by, what would 
have happened had Shakespeare had a wonderfully gifted sister, 
called Judith, let us say" (Room 46). 

Virginia Woolf's creation of Shakespeare's sister has enjoyed a 
mixed reception by twentieth-century feminism. While many have 
celebrated Judith Shakespeare as feminist criticism's founding 
moment, an inspiration for feminist revisions of the literary canon, 
some recent scholars find Woolf's imagined Renaissance woman to be 
historically inaccurate and, in her emphasis on professionalism and 
publication, problematically dismissive of the tradition of manuscript 
circulation, which included numerous women writers as well as men! 
Woolf, of course, made no effort to present Judith as anything but fic
tion, both inspired and enabled by the silences of official history. 
Indeed, women's exclusion from the history books, like the writer's 
exclusion from the Oxbridge library, leads Woolf to recognize the his
torian's inevitable exclusions and biases in claiming to tell the "truth." 
That Woolf's unofficial and explicitly fictional history has locked out 
other versions of history--has locked out the Renaissance woman 
writer herself-only underscores Woolf's critique of history-writing, 
even as it betrays her own biases and agenda. 



But as Woolf rhetorically performs her freedom from official 
history ("Let me imagine," "called Judith, let us say"), she at the ' 
same time obscures her relationship to a different kind of history
writing, namely the genre of historical fiction, which also asks per
mission to imagine the past. By suggesting she pulled "Judith" out 
of thin air in a moment of inspiration, Woolf specifically obscures 
from view a novel published in London in 1883 and quite popular 
for several decades in both England and America. I came across 
William Black's Judith Shakespeare while browsing through a used 
bookstore in rural Oregon, and immediately thrilled at what felt 
like an important discovery: Woolf's Judith was not the first! 
When I found that Black's novel imagines the life of Shakespeare's 
daughter who, in fact, was called Judith (she was Hamnet's twin), I 
began seriously to wonder how both Black's fictional and history'S 
actual Judith Shakespeare had remained absent from critical dis
cussion of Woolf's character and, more importantly, what their 
discovery might contribute to this discussion. 

Why, for example, did Woolf turn Shakespeare's daughter 
(whom she must have encountered as a reader of biographies) into 
Shakespeare's sister? Why choose the name Judith at all? Did her 
own difficult relationship with Leslie Stephen have any bearing on 
this subtle slip from daughter to the less oedipally fraught sibling? 
I will leave these questions, for the most part, to real Woolf schol
ars (for my own oedipal reasons, I have pledged not to go down 
that road, however tempting). Instead, I will propose what I see as 
the resonances between Black's fiction and Woolf's, as both partici
pate in a feminist project of imagining the life of an intellectually 
and creatively gifted woman of Shakespeare's time who is denied 
the male playwright's outlets for expression. Without presenting 
any scientific proof of influence, I will only suggest here the ways 
in which Woolf seems implicitly to echo and revise Black's narra
tive, which describes, like Woolf, a gifted Renaissance woman 
who refuses to marry, is drawn but denied access to the world of 
the theater and, finally, with her chastity seriously threatened, 
contemplates suicide. 

While she never ventures as far as London, Black's heroine 
spends most of the novel wandering about the countryside (rather 
than working, like her mother and sister, indoors) and getting 
mixed up in vaguely compromising adventures with mysterious 
men, including a wizard promising to tell her fortune and a man 
hiding from the law for his association with Catholic plots against 
the king. The rest of her time is spent poring over her father's 
manuscripts (which she has stolen from his desk) with her friend 
Prudence, and keeping her many suitors at bay. The novel's crisis 
occurs when these various preoccupations, relatively harmless on 
their own, converge to threaten Judith's chastity by thrusting her 
into the dangerously public light of her father's London world. In 
an effort to keep the man-in-hiding entertained, Judith lends him 
pages of her father's latest play (The Tempest) only to discover later 
that he has copied and published them in London, where her 
name has been spread as her father's betrayer. This unintended 
effect on her father's career leads a grief-stricken Judith to contem
plate suicide and become deathly ill, only to · recover when her 
father assures her no real harm has been done. In relief, Judith 
finally marries the least objectionable of her suitors and (much to 
the dismay of at least the modern reader) lives happily ever after. 

When his friends worried that Shakespeare was too great a sub
ject for historical fiction, William Black explained that "the awful 
figure of Billy will only appear in the background. It is the young 
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woman I should have to deal with" (Reid 256). But while in the 
"background" of the novel-referred to only as "Judith's father" 
and rarely on the scene-the playwright occupies a central position 
in Judith's consciousness, the "object of her secret and constant 
desire" (94). With its incestuous overtones, Judith's "secret" desire 
for her father, I would argue, bears a significant resemblance to 
"the heat and violence of the poet's heart when caught and tangled 
in a woman's body" imagined by Woolf (Room 48). Both Judith's 
"secret" desire for her father and Woolf's Judith's artistic ambition, 
in other words, are taboo and thus forced into hiding, "caught and 
tangled in a woman's body" without any legitimate channel for 
public expression. 

But as she rejects suitor after suitor-and warns her nagging 
grandmother that "there might come one of us who did not perceive 
the necessity of marrying at all" (63)-Judith's desire for her father 
seems to displace not only a Victorian marriage plot but an ambition 
to channel her "extraordinarily vivid imagination" (86) into artistic 
work, the very ambition of Woolf's Judith Shakespeare. Jealous of the 
men who repeatedly gain her father's attention, Judith repeatedly, 
though timidly, approaches him with "bold questions" of her own 
only to have him insistently push her back within the limits of domes
ticity (if not beat her, like the imagined father of "Shakespeare's sister"): 
'''What is in your brain now? To your needle, wench, to your needle!'" 
(74). On another such occasion, Judith more directly states her desire: 
"'I would I were a man .. . for then,' said she, 1 might help you in 
your work.'" Her father's response once again sends her ambitious 
desire back into shameful privacy, however, as he echoes, "'My work? 
What know you of that, wench?' The blood rushed to her face. 'Nay, 
sir, I meant the work of the fields . .. '" (220). While her father's some
what playfully delivered refusals leave a blushing Judith only mildly 
upset, one could read her suicidal impulses at the novel's end as not 
simply grief over her unintentional injury to her father's career, but 
her recognition of the impossibility of entering her father's London 
world as anything but his betrayer. 

While Black's novel seems in agreement with Judith's father 
that she did nothing terribly wrong nor damaging, we are nonethe
less left at the end missing Judith's boldness, imagination, and 
adventurousness, qualities that, however unthreatening, seemed to 
require the exorcism of illness and the containment of marriage. 
Half a century before Woolf, J would suggest, Black seems already 
to have been "on the track of a lost novelist, a suppressed poet, of 
some mute and inglorious Jane Austen" (Room 49). It would take 
Woolf, with all her historical inaccuracy and biases, to suppress the 
Victorian novelist in her own creation of a Judith Shakespeare who 
would die rather than marry with her gift remaining "caught and 
tangled" within her. 

Cristina Ruotolo 
Yale University 

I. Judith's celebrants are too numerous and familiar to list here. The most com
pelling critique of Woolf's Judith, and her use by subsequent feminist criticism, 
comes from Margaret J. M. Ezell's "The Myth of Judith Shakespeare: Creating the 
Canon of Women's Literature," New Literary History, 21:3 (Spring 1990): 579-592. 
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WOOLF AND EMPIRE IN A ROOM OF ONE'S OWN 
Although Virginia Woolf says in Room that her "T has no real 

being," t?e first-person narrator thinks what Woolf has thought, in 
preparation for the talk Woolf gives, during the month in which 
she gives it. At the outset, the text fulfills the criterion for autobiog
raphy with which Eakin encompasses twentieth-century experi
mentalism: it playfully yet decidedly "claim[s] to be a version of 
the author's own life, anchored in verifiable .. . fact" (Eakin 185). 
The "anchor" is the actual talk Woolf is giving in October 1928, 
which offers a version of the experiences that drove her to proclaim 
that a woman needs "money and a room of her own" to become a 
writer. Woolf also lets us know what sort of factuality we can 
expect. Th~ te~t will rec~eate the interior events of her thought pro
cess, but It wIll not faIthfully narrate exterior events, because 
"Fiction here is likely to contain more truth" (4). Woolf goes on to 
declare that the name of the narrating "I" is unimportant; stressing 
the. p.oint, however, gives importance to the issue of naming. 
InsISting that she as speaker might have any woman's name, Woolf 
refuses to identify her experience as singular (5). A work of life 
writing that foregrounds the collective dimension of self, Room 
treats "the common life which is the real life" (117). Gohnston simi
larly views Three Guineas as life writing.) The collective is that of 
women, in particular those with the potential to be writers. 

Woolf's point-of-view and hence her "common life" do not, of 
course, extend far beyond those of the European middle class. 
However, an intriguing aspect of Woolf's collective life is her rela
tion, as a whi!e woman, to the subjects of British imperialism. A 
!ew passag:s m Room together suggest a sense of both implication 
m the workings of empire and fellowship with its victims. 

With the figure of woman as magnifying mirror to man, Woolf 
portrays her collective self as an accessory to domination. Seeing 
themselves re~~ct~~ larger. th~ life gives patriarchs the courage 
to go out and CIvIhz[e] natives. Herself subject to the "Supermen 
and Fingers of Destiny," woman empowers them to oppress oth
ers (35-36). Thus Woolf situates herself in the camps of both con
queror and conquered. 

Woolf acknowledges that women as well as men are suscepti
ble to lording it over other folk. "Life for both sexes ... calls for 
gigantic courage." The easiest way to work up this confidence is to 
decide "that one has [the] innate superiority" of wealth; of patriar
chal status: "the portrait of a grandfather by Romney"; or of privi
leged ethnicity: "a straight nose" (35). 

~hile a continually shored-up sense of superiority enables 
empIre, Woolf observes that what drives it is the lust to lay hold of 
"other people's fields and goods perpetually; to make frontiers 
and flags," to generate "money and more money and more 
money" even though "five hundred pounds a year will keep one 
alive in the sunshine" (38-39). 

The sum Woolf refers to constitutes her alter-ego's freedom to 
write, the income from her aunt's legacy. The speaker admits
saying, "I must tell you"-that her aunt "died by a fall from her 
horse when she was riding out to take the air in Bombay" (37). 
Woolf's own relief from money worries had come with the recent 
success of her novels, though she also held a small bequest from 
her aunt Caroline. Moreover, Caroline was no memsahib, but a 
Cambridge Quaker, the descendant of an M.P. and a government 
official who both strove to end slavery in the colonies (Bell 2:140, 
39; 1:90, 3-5). In revising the actual family story, Woolf implicates 
her collective self in the crimes of empire (see Smith 219). Further, 
Woolf's choice not to connect the fictitious aunt with a man indicts 
white women on their own account. They too enjoy privilege, rid
ing about, elevated above the natives who support them. Thus, 
whereas the mirror image represents a double-sided view of white 
women's relation to imperialism, the passage about the aunt's 
death comes down on one side-that of guilt by association. 

On the other hand, the passage about the fictive Judith's grave 
implicitly allies Englishwoman and Indian, both subject to the 
Englishman's will. Having killed herself in despair, Shakespeare's 
talented sister "lies buried," Woolf tells us, "at some cross-roads 
where the omnibuses now stop outside the Elephant and Castle" 
(50). The name of the pub itself suggests an intersection, of the 
native state of India with the "civilization" of the crown. Woolf's 
Britain treated the Indians as Judith was treated: denying them 
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independence; regarding them as a lower form of life; posing as a 
benefactor in order to use them; offering, like Judith's father, beads 
and petticoats in exchange for their freedom. As Judith "was the 
apple of her father's eye" (49), India was the jewel in England's 
crown. From the colonizer's point-of-view, the metonymic phrase ele
phant and castle contrasts Indian nature with a monument to British 
culture. Yet in another light, it juxtaposes a venerable, living creature 
with unyielding stone. Indeed, in that light, the heraldic image of an 
elephant bearing a castle on its back takes on an oppressive cast
along with the image of Judith's body beneath the traffic. Thus 
Judith's story identifies Englishwoman and Indian as those collec
tively bulldozed by the patriarchal machinery of the British Empire. 

Considering all these passages, I feel Woolf would agree that 
when "the dead poet who was Shakespeare's sister" at last "put[s] 
on the body which she has so often laid down" (118), that body 
might very well be brown. 

Lauren Rusk 
2256 Bowdoin Street 
Palo Alto, California 
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Review: JANE MARCUS" AN EMBARRASSMENT 
OF RICHES" Review Excerpts, Blackwell's Shakespeare 
Head Editions of Virginia Woolf. Reprinted from the 
Women's Review of Books (March 1994) with permission 
of Jane Marcus. . 

On or about December 31,1991, the fortunes of Virginia Woolf's 
reputation changed. Released from the distinguished Hogarth Press, 
the publishing house she and her husband founded when they 
bought a hand printing press in 1917, Virginia Woolf's books came 
out of copyright in Britain in January, 1992, fifty years after her 
death. Now the English reading public is being faced with her 
worldwide fame in their own bookshops. With the escape from the 
copyright straitjacket of the Hogarth Press into a myriad editions, 
cheap and scholarly, the image of upper-class madwoman may now 
be dispelled in Britain by the simple availability of Woolf's books on 
a common publishing circuit. Attitudes, once frozen in class fear and 
loathing, are altering. Familiarity breeds . . . well, familiarity. The 
English are at last discovering Virginia Woolf. And high time, too. 

To what can we attribute the change? The answer is Simple. 
Much as I would like to claim the credit for American feminist crit
ics, I have to admit that our mi!,sionary tactics failed to convert the 
natives from their wicked and misogynist ways. It was the pub
lishers who did it. Like a lusty Victorian maiden escaped from her 
corset and stays, Woolf has been rejuvenated by her release. 
Brightly dressed for the mass market of European railway book
shops and London tube station kiosks, the novels are being bought 
and read by the curious in ordinary editions. . . . 

In the Readers' Guide and Thermometer to the new editions of 
Virginia Woolf's work which follows, my idiosyncratic chart regis
ters what I think is the temperature of the response to Woolf-my 
personal rating of the notes, commentary and introductions, inde
pendent of whether or not I happen to agree with the views they 
express. Ideological questions are not addressed. "Cold" notes are 
minimal. "Hot" notes are maximal. "Cold" introductions are brief 
and/or unoriginal. "Hot" introductions are longer and fuller . . . . 

It remains to be seen whether the important scholarly editions 
produced by Blackwell's Shakespeare Head Press at hefty hardback 
prices of £35 will reach a market outside of libraries. Undeniably, of 



those I have seen, James Haule and Philip Smith's The Waves should 
dive right into the nearest classroom, and one is already longing for 
paperback reprints before the ink is even dry on the hardbacks. 
Their edition (MICROWAVED) is richly annotated and generously 
introduced to the reader, and it deftly negotiated the critical and 
interpretive waters which make the series editors nervous. 

Feminists who are teaching A Room of One's Own will find S.P. 
Rosenbaum's edition of Women and Fiction absolutely indispens
able. Although he doesn't tell his story this way, I imagine 
Rosenbaum reading Frederic Spotts' 1989 edition of Leonard 
Woolf's Letters, and coming upon Leonard's response to a request 
for something of his wife's writing, sent after her death by the 
director of the Fitzwilliam Museum in Cambridge. Since the 
manuscript pieces of Women and Fiction were given to the 
Fitzwilliam by Leonard Woolf, they have been "lost" for fifty 
years, perhaps "misfiled." Knowing that scholars have been 
searching for ages for these drafts of A Room of One's Own, 
Rosenbaum tracked down the materials and began preparing 
them for publication. We are enormously in his debt. 

Rosenbaum quotes Woolf's essay on Mary Wollstonecraft, in 
which she says of works like A Vindication of the Rights of Woman that 
"they seem now to contain nothing new in them-their originality 
has become our commonplace." 

The drafts of A Room of One's Own allow us to defamil
iarize the text and re-experience the originality of a work 
so influential that it has become our commonplace. In 
Women and Fiction the narrative structure of A Room of 
One's Own is dearly visible, yet almost every sentence 
was revised in some way during the course of composi
tion. Again and again Virginia Woolf rewrites her text as 
she strives to fuse the diverse forms of lecture and fic
tion, feminist argument and literary criticism, polemic 
and prophecy. (p.xi) 

The Blackwell editions are the closest thing to best texts that we 
have or are likely to have; all English and American editions of the 
novels are compared by computer and the variants listed. Large 
sections of deleted material from the galleys at Smith College are 
included in To the Lighthouse (ARCTIC NOTES, BUBBLING TEXT) 
along with the "Time Passes" typescript. All Significant editions, 
reprints, page proofs and galleys have been studied and com
pared, but there are not intrusive notes in the text itself to spoil the 
reader's pleasure. 

The Blackwell series editors' stated footnoting practice is over
all decidedly cold (Baked Alaska effect with HOT texts), an edito
rial policy which will limit the volumes' appeal to graduate stu
dents and serious scholars. In fact, these authoritative editions 
appropriate without acknowledgment the work of unidentified 
critics who contribute their authority to a "knowledge-base" with
out their consent. Literary critics are an arrogant lot, and don't 
often fall into the mute, inglorious category. (There is a certain 
naivete about a feminist resistance to gatekeeping.) But by exam
ining this editorial process I think I can see one of the back seams 
of the seemingly seamless garment of culture. This is probably 
what people mean by the phrase "received opinion." 

In the Blackwell edition of The Waves, for example, Woolf's use 
of the ideas of quantum physics is mentioned, along with Sir 
James Jeans' book, The Mysterious Universe. Certain critics did the 
work of finding and explaining these references, when it was gen
erally thought that Woolf was not intellectually able to compre
hend scientific ideas. But that history is subsumed in the new text, 
and no trails are left for the reader to backtrack. The student may 
assume that these references were always noted by critics-when 
it is an interesting part of literary history that they were not. 

Pardon me, but isn't there a problem here? Yes, you get a nice 
clean book without any references to the embattled critics who have 
fought over the meaning of the novels. But you cannot then pretend 
to objectivity. The critics do their (dirty) work precisely because 
they want to make converts to their messy ideologies. Of course the 
great triumph is to have their ideas accepted as part of the received 
wisdom, but must it be at the price of enforced anonymity? 

Jane Marcus 
City College, CUNY, New York 
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Review: WOOLF, VIRGINIA. TO TIlE LIGHTIIOUSE 
Ed. Susan Dick. Shakespeare Head Press Edition of 
Virginia Woolf. Oxford, UK: Blackwell Publishers, 1992. 
xxxvii + 229 pages. £35.00, hardcover. 

Shall I confess? Until I started working with manuscripts, I did 
not pay much attention to editions. My classroom decisions tended 
to be based on availability or price, not on the editor's rationale for 
the copy-text. And until recently, I assumed that textual controver
sies belonged only to scholars working on authors from the Middle 
Ages or Renaissance. But fights over Ulysses, a new uncut edition of 
Sons and Lovers, the discovery that English and American editions 
of Woolf's works are different, and the explosion of editions in 
England as Woolf's works emerged briefly from copyright there 
between 1991 and 1996 reminded me, should remind all of us, to 
pay more attention to modem texts-what is the Woolfian text, and 
who decides? 

While many publishers rushed to comer a market, the editors 
of the Shakespeare Head Press Edition of Virginia Woolf have 
taken questions about copy-text, the existence of divergent edi
tions, Woolf's intentions, and other textual issues seriously. 
Though individual scholars may disagree with particular answers, 
we can at least be sure the Shakespeare Head Press editors have 
honestly confronted the questions. 

In the Shakespeare Head Press To the Lighthouse, for example, 
Susan Dick carefully wends her way through computer collations of 
the English and American editions, the set of revised proofs for the 
American edition, and Woolf's diaries and letters to try to recon
struct how such different editions got published on May 5, 1927. 
Woolf received two sets of proofs, one destined for Harcourt, the 
other for Hogarth; she sometimes made the same revisions on both 
sets; she also made changes to the proofs for the American edition 
that she didn't make to the proofs for the English edition, and vice 
versa; printers of the first American edition corrected her punctua
tion and occasionally made mistakes. In the absence of corrected 
proofs for the English edition and with no indisputable evidence for 
which corrections were made when, Dick has to leave the question 
of Woolf's final intentions unanswered. But she chooses the cor
rected proofs for the American edition as her copy-text (thus print
ing a To the Lighthouse different from both the American and English 
first editions) because those proofs represent evidence of certainty of 
intentions (SHP TL xxxiii). 

Susan Dick's choice of copy-text can certainly be justified on 
scholarly grounds-nearly every page of the proofs carries the 
authority of Woolf's handwriting. But what is it like to read this new 
edition of To the Lighthouse? Sometimes, it clears up puzzles. For 
example, Woolf's use of the phrase "veil her crest" after Mrs. 
Ramsay passionately attacks the English dairy system and then has 
to retreat from the laughter of the dinner table (TL 103) has always 
confused me. Well, Woolf did not use "veil." She used "vail" (SHP 
TL 88, 200), meaning "to lower often as a sign of respect or submis
sion," which makes a lot more sense. Other times, it showed me how 



attached I am to what I've always read before. The first American 
edition has commas after "Mr. Ramsay," after "morning," and after 
"before" in fue square bracketed passage announcing Mr. Ramsay's 
deafu (TL 128), but not one of fuose commas was Woolf's (SliP TL 
110,201). How I missed fuose printers' commas! 

The edition is well worth fue cost because it includes the fol
lowing: an introduction with notes, plus a 5-page rationale for 
choice of copy-text; the text of To the Lighthouse, free of superscript 
numbers but followed by notes that identify allusions, historical 
references, and other details; an appendix listing emendations 
made in the copy-text; an appendix listing textual variants 
between the corrected proofs and the American and English edi
tions, along with some variants between the uncorrected proofs 
and those editions (Woolf cut a long passage from Part III about 
James listening to Mr. Ramsay's lectures, for example); and an 
appendix containing the typescript of "Time Passes" sent to 
Charles Mauron for translation into French and then publication in 
the French periodical, Commerce. 

I hope Susan Dick's choice of copy-text and the publication of 
"previously unpublished passages" cut by Woolf and the "Time 
Passes" typescript not only "serve to renew critical discussion" of To 
the Lighthouse (SliP TL xi), but also send us scurrying back to check 
manuscripts against transcriptions, transcriptions against editions, 
and editions against editions. Virginia Woolf's texts deserve no less. 

Beth Daugherty 
Otterbein College 

Works Cited 
Woolf, Virginia. To the Lighthouse. Foreword Eudora Welty. 1927. San Diego: 
Harcourt/Harvest, 1989. 
Woolf, Virginia. To the Lighthouse. Ed. Susan Dick. Shakespeare Head Press 
Edition of Virginia Woolf. Oxford, UK: Blackwell Publishers, 1992. 

Review: "SOMETHING ABOUT EVERYBODY": 
ACCESSING VIRGINIA WOOLF Virginia Woolf A to Z: 
A Comprehensive Reference for Students Teachers, and 
Common Readers to Her Life Works and Critical Reception, 
by Mark Hussey, NY: Facts On File, 1995. 452pp. $50, 
U.S.; $69, Canada. 

Notwithstanding the library of primary and secondary materi
als today at our disposal, Virginia Woolf retains a reputation for 
inaccessibility, particularly among new readers. In this ambitious 
volume, Mark Hussey has accepted the challenge of increasing her 
accessibility to readers, without neglecting the needs of scholars 
and serious students, and without misrepresenting her intentions. 
Hussey's abilities to assemble and synthesize vast amounts of pri
mary and secondary source materials are much in evidence here 
and for the epigraph to this valuable reference Hussey could not 
have done better than to choose the words of the assiduous Miss 
Allan, whose task in The Voyage Out is to write a Primer of English 
Literature (from Beowulf to Swinburne, no less) while limited to 
seventy thousand words: "Yes, and one has to say something 
about everybody." While Hus~ey's task involves discipline of 
another kind (his book has nearly five times as many words) and 
the challenge of an alphabetical arrangement (in addition to a sup
plemental index), it guarantees that the volume will prove of 
immense value to a wide range of readers. 

Because the projected audience is so diverse, Hussey wisely 
includes an easy-to-follow "How to Use Virginia Woolf A to Z" 
which would seem to answer any questions such a format might 
bring to mind. And, we of lapsed memories ("old hands"), as much 
as "readers new to the work of Virginia Woolf," will be greatly 
assisted by the more than 1300 entries filling 396 pages. Readers of 
any description may need such reminders or revelations of fue vast 
quantities-and fue consistently high quality-of source materials 
fuat Hussey has consulted and that are available to us. If we need to 
know where, we might consult "Library Collections and Archives," 
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included among the sixteen categories in the "Topical List of 
Entries" making up Appendix A; if we need to know which ones we 
can check the listings in two extensive "Works Cited": one by 
author, fue other by topic. And while old hands wifu faulty memo
ries who refer to the work will not find much to startle, they will 
discover the eight artful genealogies included in Appendix Band 
the fifty illustrations Hussey has chosen (including several wood
cuts by Roger Fry and covers from books published by the Hogarth 
Press, one a woodcut by Dora Carrington), most of which I have not 
seen reproduced before, pleasantly evocative. This is especially true 
of Louise Tucker's dark photograph of Asheham house, whose cap
tion ends simply, with "In 1994 the house was destroyed by fue East 
Sussex County Council" (9); for a more thorough explanation, con
sult the entry for "" Asheham House (sometimes spelled Asham or 
Ascham)" on the same page. While it is unfortunate fuat fuere is no 
list or index of illustrations, illustrators, or photographers, each 
illustration or photograph is fully identified and credited in the 
accompanying explanatory comment. 

Whether we find what we're seeking in Virginia Woolf A to Z . 
depends on how well we understand Hussey's aims. This is the 
first attempt to provide "a comprehensive reference for students, 
teachers, and common readers to [Woolf'sjlife, works and critical 
reception," a subtitle that may seem ironic in light of the modest 
preface, but which is explained by the comment from Night and 
Day the author applies to his own effort. "Like Mr. Hilbery," 
Hussey says, "I have seen 'the humour of these researches,' but 
that has not prevented me 'from carrying them out with the 
utmost scrupulousness.'" Each entry is itself written with a clarity 
and grace that aims at an accessibility not unlike that sought in 
Hussey's The Singing of the Real World or found in the introduction 
to his edited volume Virginia Woolf and War or, most recently, seen 
in the Woolf Studies Annual, which Mark Hussey founded and 
edits. From the first entry, "A to Z" (which is amply described in 
terms of the "alphabet metaphor" used in To the Lighthouse, and 
acknowledging Sandra Donaldson's contribution to our under
standing of it) to the last, "Zanzibar Hoax" (which begins, "A fore
runner of the DREADNOUGHT HOAX, and also organized by 
Adrian STEPHEN's friend Horace COLE"), Hussey informs and 
enlightens clearly and precisely, and with a mastery of the subject 
that is both extensive and thorough. 

Hussey does not, however, preserve these topics within a vac
uum. By far the most comprehensive context is afforded Virginia 
Woolf and her works, as informed by what Hussey calls "the 
scholarly community upon whose work much of this book is 
founded" (ix), and the incisive historical background Hussey pro
vides. What makes these entries of special value is the exacting 
treatment of major works by Virginia Woolf, which presents the 
largest amount of information in a most efficient and accessible 
manner. A typical entry to either a nonfictional book, like Three 
Guineas, or a work of long fiction, like To the Lighthouse, has four 
subdivisions, after a brief introduction: "Outline," often including 
a chapter-by-chapter summary "of what happens"; "Genesis," 
tracing the evolution and development of the work, from the first 
idea to the publication and popular reactions; "Background," 
involving the sources and influences that Woolf drew upon; and 
"Critical Responses," summarizing contemporary reviews and 
major critical approaches to the book. . 

There's no beating about the bush and no jargon, and to accom
modate new readers, terms used in and commonly applied to 
Woolf's work-from "androgyny" to "women's suffrage"- are 
explained. There are also entries on even the most minor characters 
and obscure references, although as a rule these are brief and 
involve only identification or reference to another entry; some 
require only a line or two. Under" Alfred," for example, we find "A 
waiter in The Years who tries to cheat Martin Pargiter (23)," while 
under "Wagg, Miss" we are reminded: "Mentioned fleetingly in 
Jacob's Room standing on her doorstep as if expecting something to 
happen." Other entries, most including biographical items and indi
viduals or groups, are more liberally described, some receiving 
extensive treatment (entries for Vanessa Bell, for example, covering 
three pages and for Leonard Woolf, four) and others, like Morley 
College and Omega Workshops, rather less. Woolf's own awareness 



of events, groups, institutions, activities, and individuals in and out
side of Bloomsbury are but a few of the influences acknowledged in 
the book. Hussey identifies her affinities with her contemporaries, 
the "Neo-Pagans," which includes Rupert Brooke and Ka Cox, 
among others, for example, and with individuals like the Russian 
translator, Samuel Solomonovitch Koteliansky ("'Kot,' as everyone 
called him"), who collaborated with Leonard and whose work was 
published by the Hogarth Press. Although such attachments and 
acquaintances may be slight, their inclusion is deftly cross-refer
enced and validated with references to one or more works cited. 

We might wonder, as Hussey himself does, what Virginia Woolf 
would think of such an enterprise, especially as "Woolf herself was 
pretty scathing about the profession of English literature, and 
regarded the alphabetical codifying of knowledge as something of a 
joke" (v). As students of Woolf, indeed, we may be momentarily 
disheartened to identify writings and individuals whose inclusion 
has been sacrificed in order to include others, perhaps owing to 
requirements of publication. And certainly each of us will discover 
something missing, just as I was disappointed that there were no 
entries for "Mr. Gibbs" or "C.B. Clarke," who figure in "A Sketch of 
the Past"; or for Woolf's "The War From the Street." And some may 
feel that Hussey's treatment of secondary sources has not gone far 
enough; I missed, for example, reference to John Burt's "Irrecon
cilable Habits of Thought in A Room of One's Own and To the 
Lighthouse" and to Raymond Williams' "The Bloomsbury Fraction," 
and indeed fuller recognition of Winifred Holtby and acknowledge
ment of Floris Delattre. But, after all, these are quibbles, omissions 
that diminish in significance when measured against the book's 
heroic inclusiveness and Hussey's obvious desire "to say something 
about everybody." And, faulting the book on their account may, in 
fact, suggest a need for greater sensitivity to the overall design of 
this volume and the aims of the A to Z series in general. 

Finally, no matter how many words one has and how assiduous 
the effort, one can't include everybody. But, one can treat Woolf with 
what she called "the candour and impartiality applied by critics of 
the dead"l-and at the same time render her "life, works, and critical 
reception" more accessible to "students, teachers, and common read
ers." In Virginia Woolf A to Z, Mark Hussey does just that-and more. 

Karen L. Levenback 
George Washington University 

1. In Virginia Woolf: A Critical Memoir (1932), Winifred Holtby says that 
"[Woolf's] sole instruction was that I should treat her work with the candour 
and impartiality applied by critics to the writings of the dead" (8). 

Review: VIRGINIA WOOLF by James King, New York: 
W. W. Norton, 1994. 

A biography about a figure as well-known as Virginia Woolf 
should provide a new perspective by offering new material or new 
insights. James King proposes to do both in his ambitious work, 
entitled Virginia Woolf. The simplicity of the title suggests his further 
intention to present a complete picture of his subject in this, the self
proclaimed "first full-scale literary biography of Virginia Woolf" 
(xvi). It does not, however, substantially enrich Woolf scholarship. 

The new material does not figure largely in the biography for the 
sensible reason that it is very slight. King cites a fragment of a letter 
written by Violet Dickinson to Vanessa Bell forty years after the fact 
which makes reference to trying to get Virginia a baby during her 
recuperation from her 1904 breakdown (92). King offers no context 
for this fragment, no interpretation beyond the literal one, which 
makes little sense. Why would a depressed, unmarried, twenty-two
year-old woman be given someone else's baby? Of course she was 
not, and one is left wondering what Violet was writing about. King 
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claims also to have "important new information" about "her child
hood illnesses [and] her sexual involvement with her sister" (xvi). 
The former is not prominent in the text; the accounts of Savage's 
and other doctors' treatment of Virginia Stephen are familiar. The 
latter consists of speculation based on suggestive passages in their 
letters (79). These letters do not constitute new material; King has no 
new evidence to support his inferences. 

King's intention in Virginia Woolf is the laudatory one of treating 
Woolf as a professional writer rather than as the incarnation of any 
one of a number of political causes championed by various critics 
over the last twenty-five years. The Virginia we encounter here has 
many conflicting qualities. She is sexually abused, bereaved, 
depressed, a player of practical jokes, comic, malicious, sexless, a 
lesbian, cowed by shop-girls, a prima donna, beautiful, ungainly, 
and always seeking mother-love. It is good to be reminded of her 
humor. King captures it nicely, for example, in a quotation about 
her cooking lessons in 1914: "'I distinguished myself by cooking my 
wedding ring into a suet pudding'" (220). As to whether or not 
Woolf was mad, King tends to skirt the issue, referring to her break
downs, but not subscribing to any particular diagnosis. The break
downs are explained as emotional reactions to events in her life. 
King views her suicide as understandable in the face of her feelings 
of worthlessness, alienation, fatigue, depression, and fear of another 
illness. He admires her decision as "deeply courageous" and com
pares her act to Septimus's "'defiance'" (622). For Virginia Woolf, 
who in her writings deplored the heroic as an instrument of male 
domination and folly, such a reading of her death comes across as 
ironic. But it does give her life a literary end, which is enhanced by 
King's further comparison of her act of suicide to the deliberate act 
of an artist. For this reader, such tidy closure rings false. 

Woolf's literary life is indeed the main focus of the biography. 
King summarizes her works, reviews their reception, and glosses 
autobiographical aspects of her writings. These would be of interest 
as introductory material, but they add nothing new. King treats The 
Voyage Out and Night and Day as romans ii clef In his analysis of 
Mrs. Dalloway, he concludes that "a very fine line is drawn between 
sanity and insanity, life and death" (357). Much has been written 
about this fine line, but King cites no one and delves no deeper. He 
has little to say about Woolf's feminism or politics, even in A Room 
of One's Own or Three Guineas. He provides the standard interpreta
tion of the title of Between the Acts (613-14); he points to the similari
ties between Anon and Miss LaTrobe (611). (He goes uncharacteris
tically far in speculating as to Miss LaTrobe's having been sexually 
abused by a Gerald Duckworth figure in her youth (610)). 

Presumably, the publisher aims at a wide audience and has 
therefore provided little in the way of scholarly apparatus. The 
notes refer almost exclusively to sources in letters and diaries; sub
stantive footnotes are rare. A handful of Woolf scholars are named 
in the acknowledgments, but virtually no reference is made to them 
in the text. The book poses as the first literary biography of Virginia 
Woolf, as if none had come before, as if its very existence were not 
based heavily on previous work such as the literary biographies by 
Phyllis Rose and Jean O. Love, Louise DeSalvo's textual analysis of 
Melymbrosia and her study of childhood sexual abuse, and Quentin 
Bell's biography, to name a few of King's most obvious debts. 

James King's biography of Virginia Woolf is most suitable for a 
reader unfamiliar with her life and works, but its length-over 600 
pages-does not recommend itself to this purpose. As a work also 
aimed at a scholarly audience, it misses its mark. However, the goal 
of reaching both audiences is one that Virginia Woolf, Outsider, 
reviewer, biographer, and champion of the Common Reader, would 
have liked. 

Susan B. Smith 
1415 Sacramento Street 
Berkeley, California 94702 

Reviewers are needed for Woolf studies publications. Please 
send a resume, review sample and areas of special expertise or 
interest to: Patricia Lawrence, Book Review Editor VWM, City 
College, English Department, 137 Street and Convent Avenue, 
N.Y., N.Y. 10031. 



THE VIRGINIA WOOLF SOCIETY COLUMN 
Greeting once again from the sunny (today at least) north country. 

Welcome to all new members; at latest count we are now about 400 strong. 
And, as I write this, I have a stack of letters and renewals on my desk 
recently arrived. Processing pence and pounds may be a bit slow for two 
reasons: I am recovering from the pneumonic plague that is sweeping the 
country-a slow business-; and our bank here nas changed hands so some 
monies have to be filtered through another account. The overseas people are 
especially affected by this problem-I am trying to rectify, in general expe
dite, or ultimately find another bank. Some of you will be receiving checks 
back-OOLLDD checks-which only currently have been returned. As 
soon as I can catch up with this business, I will. Meanwhile I have continued 
all of you as members and we will sort out when problems resolved. Thank 
you for your patience. 

Melba reports that the upcoming MLA review for Allied Societies is 
proceeding apace, and she feels we're in good shape, since we're going to 
'overpower them with paper." 

The Sixth Annual Virgtnia Woolf Conference is also moving forward, as 
you will already have read in the Miscellany. I am looking forward to what 
J.J. says promises to be a full and absolutely fabulous round of entertain
ments and panels. Virginia Woolf Players-are you out there? Any plans? I 
have one iaea (it's been a long snowy winter). 

A new member, Robin Miller, is compiling a bibliography of Lesbian 
materials for publication, and would appreciate any materials we can offer, 
expecially since her materials on Woolf and connections are thin. She can be 
reached at P.O. Box 65109, Seattle, W A 98155 or e-mail: cmplxgal@nwlink.com 

A complete listing of papers for MLA will appear in the raIl 1996 VWM, 
along with an invitation to the annual VWS gathering. Our outing in 
Chicago was superb. Can Washington be any less wonderful? 

DOES: Please send in dues if you haven't yet: $15 for regular members, 
$7.50 for students, the retired, and unemployed. 

We seem to have lost a few memoers along the way-in moves, or 
address changes, or post office glitches--<:an anyone or their very selves 
send me updated infonnation PLEASE! I base this on newsletters returned: 
Jessica Bennan, Harriet Blodgett, Beth A. Borrus, Theresa Crater, Angela 
Garton, Judith McCombs, Sinc Queyras, Maria Petalidou, Tara K. Tovell, 
SusanJ. Walsh. 

Murray Beja and Melba have got the Woolf discussion list going on 
e-Jllail. Contact either one of them for subscriber info. I too am on e-mail, 

. - buf not in my office although I have fairly easy access, and my code is 
(marshall@oswego.oswego.eau). Please send those bib items. 
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SOCIETY MLA SESSIONS IN WASHINGTON 1996: 
The Artistry of Virginia Woolfs Diaries and Letters 

Papers will consider W ooIf' s artistry; the interplay among the letters, 
diaries, and / or other autobiographical materia1s; effects of editorial 
framing; Woolf in relation to other diarists, letter-writers; her reviews of 
letters, diaries, memoirs. Co-chairs are Pierre-Eric Villeneuve, 60 
Gloucester, Suite 402, Toronto, Ontario, Canada, M4Y lL7, and Barbara 
Lownsberry, Depatment of English, 115 Baker Hall, University of North 
Iowa, Cedar FaITs, IA 50614-0502. 

Virginia Woolf and Popular Culture 
Topics will address intersections between Woolf and popular/mass / 

culture. Critical views of Woolf's modernism in relation to culture 
debates, theoretical ramification, concrete applications, contemporary 
popular appropriations. Chair is Brenda Silver, Department of English, 
Sanborn ffouse, Dartmouth College, Hanover, NH 03755, or e-mail: 
brenda.silver@dartmouth.edu. 

Lastly, J.J. tells me that Virginia Woolf is at Baseball Camp: Lucio is 
enjoying the Giants in Palm Springs, and VWSer by association Jerome is 
with the Dodgers in Florida. May the force be with them. 

The Wooff Society just got 10 new members: a lab stray dumped at our 
door bestowed 10 (count 'em, we do) lab puppies on us 3/1/96. The new 
members by default are 3 goldens, 7 blacks-all sweethearts. The puppy 
express will be glad to deliver come April 12 or the conference. I hope to see 
many, many of you at Clemson in June. 

Denise M. Marshall 
Secretaryffreasurer 
Suny, Oswego 
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